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2013 CLUB OR INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM/EXPENSE PROPOSAL FORM  
 
PROPOSAL CATEGORY MABRA ONGOING PROGRAM FUNDING REQUEST 

PROPOSAL NAME MABRA COMPOSITE, aka “ALL CONFERENCE/ALL STAR” TEAM FUNDING 

PROPOSAL CONTACT ELI HENGST  & RYAN MCKINNEY 

PROPOSAL DATE  MAY 2013 
    
SUBMITTED BY 
Eli Hengst / BATTLEY DUCATI 
Ryan McKinney / DC VELO 
Other /  
 
BACKGROUND 
The barriers to entry for a small regional elite or domestic elite team aspiring to compete on a national level in both 
the road and cyclocross disciplines and events (NRC, NCC, USA CRITS, UCI) are extremely high.   
 
Local sponsor and rider supported cycling teams are often unable to marshal the resources - and deep pool of 
rider talent - to be able to effectively compete as a single squad in the national races. This is particularly true for 
smaller clubs without national level experience, promoter networks, or deep rider rosters. 
 
Over the last 20 years, some regional elite “trade” teams - Snow Valley, Rite Aid, XO Racing, Kelly Benefits - have 
secured the funding from private sponsors to compete nationally. The funding of these teams, however, is 
notoriously unpredictable and can leave up-and-coming local riders scrambling for extra support. 
 
The result is often that the leading the most committed or talented local riders are forced to search for “composite” 
cycling team opportunities - ie ad hoc teams or those teams seeking to fill a roster slot for a big race - in order to 
compete on a national level and gain the critical experience to reach the next level of domestic racing. 
 
PROPOSAL 
The team representatives propose that MABRA establish and maintain a yearly budget allocation to assist in the 
development and ongoing support of a MABRA  “All Conference” or “All Star” standing composite team composed 
of the region’s men, women, junior, and U23 riders. 
 
GOALS 
The goals of the composite team are: 
 

❏ To support, develop, and provide a clear path for local elite riders seeking to ride at the national level; 
❏ To provide the next generation of MABRA juniors and U25 riders with both financial support and  valuable 

national race experience; 
❏ To create a sustainable MABRA composite team to strengthen the region’s racing heritage on par with 

other regional composite teams (CRCA, etc). 
❏ To inspire the local racing community including sponsors, rider’s families, supporters, and cycling fans. 
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❏ To drive membership in clubs and increase race attendance. 
 
PARTICIPATION 
The MABRA composite team is open to all licensed Junior/U25 Category 1/2/3 and Senior Category 1 riders from 
USA Cycling clubs/teams that are part of MABRA.  
 
 If a club does not have a Category 1 rider, they may nominate a Category 2 rider to the squad, though they may 
not be eligible to participate in NRC/NCC/UCI events. 
 
Each participating club will have the right to nominate three riders to the composite team for any national or 
regional event in which the the composite team races. One of the riders must be a Junior/U25 rider.   
 
The current (calculated bi-monthly) men’s and women’s senior BAR leaders will receive an automatic invite. 
 
Clubs seeking to participate in the composite “all star” team will:  
 

a) Have one (or more) riders with the following qualifications: 
a U25 or Junior Road or CX Category 1, 2, or 3 rider; and/or 
a men’s Road or CX Category 1 or 2 rider; and/or 
a women’s Road or CX Category 1 or 2 rider 

 
b) Designate a point person that will serve as a member of the advisory board and single point of contact 
for the rider’s club; 
 
c) Agree to participate in a casual team fundraising event or ride or make a 250.00 contribution to 
operating expenses. 

 
d) Agree to the spirit and terms of participation described herein 

 
The riders will be evaluated by the managers and Advisory Committee for each race roster according to:  race 
experience, individual ability and fitness, prior results on the local and national level, professionalism, selflessness, 
and, generally, whether they are good representatives of MABRA. 
 
MANAGEMENT & ORGANIZATION 
The all-volunteer (unpaid) composite team will be managed week-to-week by three staff filling the following 
positions: General Manager, Sport Director, and Operations/Finance Manager, each of who agrees to a two-year 
term.  
 
The General Manager will be the primary point of contact for participating clubs and operational decisions will be 
made by consensus among the three managers. (As the proposals organizers/authors, Ryan Mckinney and Eli 
Hengst have volunteered for the first term). 
 
Each participating MABRA club will nominate and provide a single member to serve on the composite team’s 
Advisory Committee. The Advisory Committee will review rider nominations and provide recommendations on the 
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composite team’s race selection, rider selection, and to raise awareness in MABRA.  
 
IMPLEMENTATION  
Provided at least four MABRA teams that meet the above criteria express a firm commitment, the managers will 
proceed to establish the team within the framework provided by USA cycling and described in this document. 
 
All application materials, bank documents, race calendars, roster selections, budgets, and correspondence will be 
transparent and publicly posted on Google Docs. 
 
MABRA CLUB/SPONSOR PLACEMENT 
Both the participating teams and certain sponsors will be given prime placement on the composite team jersey and 
shorts. 
 
BUDGET REQUEST 
In 2013, the proposed budget request is: 
 

1,500.00 kits for 14 riders (approx. 12 men/women and 4 junior/u23) 
1,500.00 race entries 
1,500.00 race and travel support 

 
Any unused funds will be rolled over into the following race calendar year after the end of Cyclocross season. 
 
BENEFITS 
Our proposal is designed to both inspire and directly support MABRA riders at the national level through a 
competitive, prestigious - but also inclusive - composite team program. 
 
 

BOARD NOTES/COMMENTS/FOLLOW UP ACTION 
 

 
 


